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Tlaxcalan natives belonged to a
confederacy of city-states—Tepeticpac, Ocotelolco, Tizatlán, and Quiahuiztlan—near
modern-day Tlaxcala. Rebuffing conquest
efforts from the Aztec
(also an alliance of
city-states), they were
autonomous. They, as
other Native groups,
were not naive to the
intentions of the conquerors, and rulers took the opportunity to
further their interests.
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Indigenous women in the Tlaxcalan
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2. Conquerors were not exceptional in their Conquistadors were not “Spanish
colonization approaches. They deployed soldiers” acting on royal orders, but feudal
practices developed since the early 1400s. lords led by self-interest. Often depicted as
“White Spaniards,” a few of these men we3. Spanish colonization was not a done deal re of African descent,
with the Aztecs’ fall. It was a long process, and most did not conwith some Native groups never submitting. sider themselves ‘Spanish’—they were Castilian, Galician, or Flemish, among other
regional European identities. In Cortés’ band, there was even a
Franciscan friar-priest.

Velázquez grants & revokes Cortés’
charter to explore Mexico
Hernández leads Yucatán expedition

This painting depicts Malintzin translating a
meeting between Xicoténcatl I and Cortés
that resulted in an alliance that would lead to
the downfall of the Aztec Empire. Conquistadors, Tlaxcalan nobles, and gifts for Cortés
surround them. The Native Kingdom of Tlaxcala created this around 1530-40 and sent
it to the Spanish Crown as part of a request
seeking exemption from taxes given the aid
they had offered the conquerors in 1519-21.

